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These brands include Diet Coke, Coca-Cola Zero, Fanta, Sprite, Dasani, For a complete look at Coca-Cola's beverages,
click on the interactive link.

It invests a very large sum each year in marketing and advertising for promotions and customer engagement.
Our strict product manufacturing and distribution policies, requirements and specifications are managed
through our integrated quality management program called the Coca-Cola Operating Requirements KORE.
Newman relayed feedback to his uncle about the various concoctions, and by the end of the year Pemberton
had a recipe that was unique and tailored to customers' tastes. Before it goes to market, each Coca-Cola
product undergoes nearly different tests to ensure that ingredient and packaging quality meets Company
standards. Apart from TV ads and outdoor ad campaigns, the company serves its ads across the internet and on
the social media. Price: Pepsi is the arch rival of Coca Cola and the closest competitor in the beverages
segment. There are 21 billion dollar brands in its portfolio, of which 19 are available in low or no calorie
choices. Coca-Cola is a consistent major sponsor of the World Cup. There are more than 1, promotional
videos of Coca Cola on its official YouTube channel. This one brand approach taken by Coca Cola marks a
significant shift from its previous marketing strategy. That commitment is evident in initiatives from a group
dedicated to identifying emerging brands to innovation in packaging and recycling programs. The
international empire of Coca Cola spans more than countries. Product: Coca Cola has a large product portfolio
of sparkling and still brands. Did you know? Glaceau Vitaminwater: Nutrient enhanced water beverage
available in 26 countries. The Coca-Cola Company cares about the health of consumers as well as the health
of the planet. The innovative bottle was recently honored with a Greener Package Award. KORE promotes the
highest standards in product safety and quality, occupational safety and health, and environmental standards
across the Coca-Cola system by outlining clear requirements for the policies, specifications and programs that
guide our operations. It started with a unique, market-tested formula. Ciel: Purified non-carbonated bottled
water introduced in  Our consumers deserve safe, refreshing and high-quality beverages, and across the
Coca-Cola system, we work hard to meet the highest standards of product safety and quality. We are able to
create global reach with local focus because of the strength of the Coca-Cola system, which comprises our
company and our nearly bottling partners worldwide. Our Supplier Management Program is designed to
identify and assess potential supplier risks. Coca-Cola used seven key design and marketing strategies, which
made it as recognizable in the streets of Shanghai as in its hometown of Atlanta by the s, says Coca-Cola VP
of innovation and entrepreneurship David Butler. Our bottling partners manufacture, package, merchandise
and distribute final branded beverages to our customers and vending partners, who then sell our products to
consumers. Our commitment begins with making sure all ingredients we use have been carefully inspected for
their safety and quality and have come from reliable, trusted sources. Every ingredient we use in each product
we make must meet or exceed these standards. In , Atlanta passed prohibition laws that forced beverage
manufacturers to produce non-alcoholic versions of their drinks.


